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IRS TAKES Two STEPS,= 1'
FORWARD, ONE BACK HeBy J.D. DELL, MICHAEL G. FPANcErL, LESLIe H. LOFFMAN, SANFORD C. PR.SAXT, AND BLAxE D. R11

InRev. Ru. 95-41, th Service muanines tie

H

cumbered property to a partnerA
partner
whohascontributes
enship
and who
taken depreciimpact of the Section 704(c)built-in gain
ation deductions attributable to the debt
rue on b akcalomn of paanhrhip Iiabili(i.e.. has taken such deductions in excess
tie and ger'ity Ptrvides icwe t is of his contributed capital) must be allocatfgvWablG to =.*aM.ers, as far as it goes. ed a sufficient amount of partnership liabilitieswin order to avoid the recognition of
Neowerte . t*e FS uls to resolve spegain on the cantribution. This may be difcific isues with respect to secwnd and ficult where, for example, the partnership
thu-tier allccatiom of deb. partiularly pays down a portion of the debt on the
contributed property. This difficulty ex.
whom multiple properties are subject to ists, in part. because of the interplay between Sections 704(c) and 752. In Rev.
one nrcnurcne Ia4t Iamirt prntitionRul. 95-41, 1995-23 IRB 5, the Service
ea
i e~but to ap pkwatve method
published guidance on the in:errelationseem reaonable
ship of these sections in the allocation of
basis attributable to nonrecourse debt. As
discussed in detail below, although some
questions have been answered (generally
in favor of taxpayers), many difficulties remain in ensuring that contributing partAn DELL and MICHAEL G. FNA IKEL
at partnerin rho
te cwsgfirm of ners receive allocations of partnership liaCoopers * L4"d
id Ll.R, reident ia it
bilitie sufficient to enable them to avoid
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the recognition of gain.
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704(c) and 752 include the folPa'si irthe law frm ofBattle Fow'ler
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1.Does the use of the remedial alloca.
ABA Tax Sctioao Ral Sital Committion
method described in the Section
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Las Apa offier BLAKE tDRtUN isa 704(c). Regulations affect the second-tier
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allocation of partnership liabilities under
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and Mr.Rubhs " die last-retired Chairs Reg. 1.752.3(a)(2)?
of tdhABA Tax Sg ia,, Comirrtos on
2. Should the third-tier allocation
Part ership and ters9stte, respectivescheme
of Reg. 1.752-3(a)(3) include Secg~tAll of the authors have previously
tion 704(c) built-in gain to the extent such
writum fo TWX J0Otmw.
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gain is not otherwise taken into account
under a second-tier allocation?

3. How does the second-tier allocation
scheme work when a partnership has multiple properties subject to one nonre-

course-debt?
Statutoty and Regulatory Framework
The starting point is the provisions of the
Code and Regulations governing contribu.
tions of property to partnerships and allo-

cations of partnership liabilities.
Contributions of property. Section
704(c)(1)(A) provides that "income, gain,
loss, and deduction with respect to property contributed to the partnership by a
partner shall be shared among the partners so as to take account of thevariation
between the basis of the property to the
partnership and its fair market value at the
time of contribution."In general, this section requires that a partner who contributis property with built-in gain be allocated that built-in gain when the
partnership disposes of the property. It
also requires, to the extent possible, that
depreciation deductions be allocated to

the noncontributing partner in an amount
equal to the deductions the partner would
have been allocated had the contributed
property had a tax basis equal to its value.
A4 reasonable method of making tax
allocaitions may be used to eliminate the
dispafity (the book-tax differential) between!the basis and FMV of property con.
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tributed by a partner to the partnership (or of property that is reval'ied
under Reg. 1.704- 1(b)(2)(iv))., Three
methods are deemed to be reasonable:
1.The traditional method.
2. The traditional method with curative allocations.
3. The remedial allocation method.
Allocations of liabilities. Section
752(b) provides that "[a]ny decrease
in a partner's share of the liabilities of
a partnership or any decrease. in a
partner's individual liabilities by reason of the assumption by the partnership of such individual liabilities, shall
be considered as a distribution of
money to the partner by the partnership." Thus, Section 752(b) deems any
decrease in a partner's share of liabili.
ties to be a ditribution of money to
that partner. Under Section 73 l(a)(1),
to the extent such a deemed distribu.
tion exceeds the adjusted basis of the
partner's interest in the partnership
immediately before the distribution,
gain is recognized. To compute any
such gain when a partner's share of
partnership liabilities is reduced, it is
necessary to compare the partner's
share of partnership liabilities before
and after the eduction.
Reg. 1.752-3 provides a three-tier
scheme for determining a partner's
share of :te nonrecourse liabilities of a
partnership.2 Urder these rules, ,
partner's sharie of the nonrecourse liabilities of a partnership equals the sum
of the following:
Tier . The partner's share of partnership minimuri gain determined in accordance with the rules of Section
704(b) and tle Regulations thereundeL3

Tier II. The taxble gain that would be
allocated to the partner under Section
704(c) (or in the same manner as Section 704(c) in connection with a revaluation of partnership property) 4 if the
partnership (in a taxable transaction)
disposed of aVl partnership property
subject to onel or more nonrecoutse liabilities of thWparmership in full satis.
faction of the liabilities and for no other consideration.'
2

U
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Tier ir.The partner's share of the ex.
ce4s nonrecourse liabilities (those not
allocated under the above provisions)
of the partnership, as determined in
accordance with the partner's share of
partnership profits. The "partner's interest in paztnership profits" is deter.
mined by taking into account all facts
and circumstances relating to the economic arrangement of the partners.
The partnership agreement may specify the partners' interest in partnership
profits-for purposes of allocating excess nonrecourse liabilities provided
the interests so specified are reasonably consistent with allocations (that
have substantial econonic effect under
the Section 704(b) Regulations) of
some other significant item of partnership income or gain. Alternatively, excess nonrecourse liabilities may be al.
located among the partners in
accordance with the manner in which
it is reasonably expected that the deductions attributable to those nonre.
course liabilities will be allocated. Excess nonrecourse liabilities are not
required to be allocated under the
same method each year.

nonrecourse liability exceeds the tax

basis of the property at its contribu.
tion to the partnership.A could be required to recognize taxable income by
application of Sections 752(b) and
731(a)(1) ifA does not receive asufficient allocation of PRS's liabilities to
"cover" A's negative tax capital account
of $2,000 on the formation of PRS
(i.e., $4,000 adjusted tax basis of contributed property minus nonrecourse
liability of S6,000 equals negative tax
capital account of S2,000).8
Allocations Under Rev. Hul. 95-41
The Ruling properly concludes that A
and B do not receive a Tier I ailocation
of nonrecourse liabilities on the for.
mation of PRS because no partnership
minimum gain exists as to the contributed property at the PRS-level. The
book value (i.e., the FMV of the prop.
erty at contribution) of $10,000 exceeds the $6,000 nonrecourse liability
encumbering the property.9

Tier II allocation. With respect to the
allocation of the nonrecourse liabilities
of PRS under Tier II, the Ruling prop.
erly concludes that if PRS sold the con.
The Rtiling. The IRS responded to the tributed property for the amount of
requess of taxpayers, practitioners. the nonrecourse liability (S6,000). PRS
and commentators who were grap- would recognize taxable gain of S2,000
pling with, and attempting to fashion (S6,000 minus $4,000 adjusted tax ba.
reasonible positions regarding, the is. sis of the contributed property), and
sues outlined above. Although, as dis. that A would be allocated this 32,000
cussed, below, there are several issues of taxable gain if PRS elected to use
that remain unanswered and the Ser- the traditional method with r;spec: cu
vices analysis and conclusions are sub- the contributed property. Rev. RuL 93ject to criticism in certain respects, 41 concludes that under Tier I, S2,000
Rev. RuL 95-41 provides much needed
of the $6,000 nonrecourse liability is
guidance concerning the allocation of allocable to A because the ti,000 is
nonrecourse liabilities.
Section 704(c) "minimum gain."
The Ruling begins by framing the
Prior to the issuance of this Ruling,
issue in a straightforward fashion: it was unclear whether the adoption of
How does Section 704(c) affect the al- the; remedial allocation method would
locatioh of nonrecourse liabilities un- change this result. The Ruling provides
der Reg. 1.752-3(a)? It posits that tax. that if PP.S had adopted the remedial
payers A and B form partnership PRS allocation method, A would be allocatas equal partners, agreeing that each ed S4,000 of the liability under Tier !I.
will be allocated 50% of all partner- This is the sum of (L) S2,000 (the exship items.' The depreciable property cess of the $6,000 of debt over the
contributed by A has an FMV of S4,000 of tax basis) plus (2) $2,000
$10,000, an adjusted tax basis of (the gain that would be allocated to A
S4,000; and is encumbered by a nonre- under the remedial allocation method
courseiliabiity of 56,000. Thus, Ks net if the property were sold for $6,000).
equity value in the property is $4,000,
The IRS also concludes that if PRS
and A initial book capital account in adopted the traditional method with
PRS is34,000.' In addition, since the curative allocations,lo only $2,000 of
NOVEMSEA
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the debt would be allocated to A under
Tier II. based on the following rationale: "If PR$ used the traditional
method with curative allocations described in § I*704-3(c), PRS would be

ered in determining A's interest in

partnership profits.

the $4.000 of excess nonrecourse liabilities are allocated to 13.

"The amount of § 704(c) built-in gain
that is not considered in making allo-

Impact of Different 704(c) Methods on
Tief IIAllocations

cations under § 1.752-3(a)(2) must be
given an appropriate weight in light of
all other items of partnership profit.
allocations to:B that resulted from the For example, if it is reasonable to ex.
hypothetical sale. However, PRS's abili- pect thiat PRS will have items of partty to make curative allocations would nership profit over the life of the partdepend on the existence of other: part- nership that will be allocated to B, PRS
nership items and could not be deter. may not allocate all of the excess nonmined solely. from the hypothetical recourse liabilities to A. Rather, the resale of the co'ntributed property. Be- maining nonrecourse liabilities must
cause any potintial curative allocations be allocated between A and B in procould not be determined solely from the portion to their interests in total parthypothetical Isale of the contributed nership profits:'
As a second alternative, the Ruling
property,curative allocations are not
that the partnership agreement
states
taken into account in allocatingnonrethe partners' interests in
may
specify
course liabilities under § 1.752profits
for purposes of al.partnership
3(a)(2)." (Emphasis added.)
locating excess nonrecourse liabilities
Tier III allocation. With respect to al- so long as the allocation is reasonably
locations of nonrecourse liabilities un- consistent with allocations of some
der Tier III, Rev. Rul. 95-41 sets forth other significant item of partnership
three approaches for allocating PRS's income or gain that has "substantial
"excess noniecourse liabilities" (as economic effect" under the Section
noted above, excess liabilities are those 704(b) Regulations. The Service conthat are not Alocated to the partners cludes that an allocation of excess
under Tiers ; and II). The Ruling re- nonrecourse liabilities 50% to each of
states Tier III's general rule that excess A and B would be appropriate if the
nonrecourse $abilities may be allocat- 50-50 allocation of income and gain
ed according io how the partners share between A and B has substantial ecopartnership lrofits and that the part- nomic effect. Nevertheiess, because
ners' interestp in partnership profits -Section 704(c, J.- :r.. do -.]:n have
generally ari determined by taking substantial economic effect under the
into account all the facts and circum- Section 704(b) Regulations, they canstances relating to the economic not beused as a basis to allocate excess
arrangement of the partners. In this nonrecourse liabilities under this alter.
native:
regard, the Ruling states:
As a final choice, Rev. Rul. 95-41
'The parmerV' agreement to share the provides that the partnership can
profits of the partnership equally is choose to allocate the excess nonreone fact to be considered in making course liabilities in accordance with
this determination. Another fact to be 'the manner in which deductions atpermitted to make reasonable curative

allocations to reduce or eliminate the
difference between the book and tax

considered is a partner's share of §
704(c) built-in gain to the extent that
the gain was not taken into account in
making an allocation of liabilities under § 1.752-3(a)(2) (Tier I11.This
built-in gain s one factor because, under principles of § 704(c), this excess
built-in gainiif recognized, will be allocated to A' A's share of § 704(c)
built-in gain that is not taken into account in milIing allocations under §
1.752-3(a)(2) is. therefore, one factor,
but not the only factor, to be consid-

tributable to such excess nonrecourse
liabilities will be allocated. Under the
Rulings facts, Aand B each will be allocated 50% of each of the partnership's items of gain and loss and, as a
result,'will be allocated 55,000 of book
depreciation with respect to the contributed property over its remaining
useful life. Since the tax basis of the
contributed property only equals
$4,000, however, all of the $4,000 of tax
depreciation must be allocated toi B
under Section 704(c). As a result, all of

Under the remedial allocation method.
a partnership allocates artificially cre-

ated items of taxable income, gain,
loss, or deduction to ensure that a non.
contributing partner receives equal
amounts of tax and book items." Actual tax items are not needed in order
to make the remedial allocation in a
particular year.

Under Rev. Rul. 95-41, the full
amount of the Section 704(c) built-;n
gain that is attributable to a partner,
rather than merely the excess of the liabilities over the adjusted tax basis of
the contributed property (i.e.. the Sec.
tion 704(c) minimum gain), is taken
into account for purposes of allocating
liabilities where the remedial allocation method has been elected. On its

face, this result appears to be sound
because the remedial allocation
method results in the contributing
partner being allocated the full

amount of the built-in gain (and not
just the Section 704(c) minimum gain)
when the property is sold, as illustrated below:
ExAMPLE: A and B form equal partnership AB. A contributes property X

d/ith an FMV of S150 and a tax basis of
zero, subject to a nonrecourse liability
of S60. B contributes (I) property Y
with an FMV and a tax basis of SIGO
subject to a $90 liability and (2) 580 of
cash. AB uses $60 of the S80 cash contributed by B and pays off tie debt secured by property X.A's initial tax basis'in its interest in AB will equal its tax
basis in property X(zero) minus the liabilities secured by property Xthat are
taken subject to byAB (S60) plus its
share of the $90 liability secured by
property Y.If A's share of the 590 liability.is less than S60, A's initial tax basis
in its AB interest will be zero and A
will be required to recognize taxable
gain equal to the excess of S60 over i's
share of the S90 liability.
At the time that property X is contributed to AB, the built-in gain attributable to X is S150, all of which is attributable to A for purposes of Section
704(c)(1)(A) and the Regulations

i
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thereunder. Thzs, if Xwere sold immediately by AB for S150, AB would recognize $150 of taxable gain, all of
which would be allocated to A.
Under Rev. Ru. 95-41, Mollowing the
repayment of the $60 liability the Sec.
tion 704(c) minimum gain attributable
to property X would be zero (because
the debt would then be zero). Thus, no
portion of the $90 liability would be
allocable to A under Tier II if the traditional method or the traditional
method with curative allocations were
elected with respect to X.On the other
hand, if AB were to adopt the remedial
allocation method with respect to X,
$75 of the S90!liability would be allocated to A under Tier II. This S75 Tier
TI allocation equals the gain that would
be allocated tb A under the remedial
allocation mOthod if X were sold for
zero. In such e 'ent, AB would realize a
$150 book los, 50% of which would
be allocated to B.Under the remedial
allocation methodAB must "create"
and allocate ai S75 tax loss to B and a
corresponding $75 tx gain to A.It is
this allocation of $75 of tax gain that
supports a Tier 11 allocation of $75 to
A.The balance of the $90 liability (all
S90 if the traditional method or the
traditional method with curative allocations is electd or S15 if the remedial
allocation method is elected) would be
an excess nonrecourse liability and
thus would be ilUocated under Tier III.
The results obtained under Rev.
Rul. 95-41 in this context are entirely
understandable and supportable if AB
elects the traditional method (no Tier
11 allocation) or the remedial allocation method (S75 Tier 1Iallocation).
The denial of i Tier II allocation to A
in this situation if the traditional
method with icurative allocations is
used does nat appear to be as well
grounded. Th Service's position appears to be that the allocation of items
of income and gain under the curative
allocations method is too uncertain in
timing and am~ount to accurately predict the appropriate debt allocation to
the contributibg partner under Tier II.
The Ruling then states that a curative
allocation based solely on sale gain is
inappropriate for purposes of supporting an allocation under Tier II. This
position seems unduly harsh if it re4

1
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suits inicontributing partners recognizing gain on contribution transactions. If unrelated partners elect to resolve problems caused by the ceiling
rule through the use of curative allocations, the partners have taken steps designed to ensure that the contributing
partner will recognize the built-in gain
not later than the time the contributed
property is sold by the partnership. In
these circumstances, the purpose underlying Tier II would seem to be fulfilled (i.e., that contributing partners
be allocated liabilities sufficien, to
avoid the recognition of gaio by them

remaining"book profit" to which that

on the contribution of encumbered

shares specified are reasonably consis.

properties to partnerships).

tent with allocations (that have substantial economic effect under the Sec-

Profits* and Remaining 704(c) Built-In
Gain

tion 704(b) Regulations) of some

partner is entitled. Nevertheless, be-

cause the Tier II rules explicitly men.
tion Section 704(c) gain while the Tier
III rules do not, the Service could have
taken the position that any allocations
of partnership liabilities made on the
basis of Section 704(c) built-in gain
should be made solely under Tier 11
and, therefore, may not be taken into

account under Tier III.
As discussed above, under the Tier
IT rules each partner's "share" of partnership profits may be specified in the
partnership agreement provided the

other significant item of partnership
income or gain. Section 704(b) govIn order to ascertain a partner's share
in partiership profits for purposes of erns the allocation of book profits, and
these are the only allocations that can
Tier Ii, it is necessary to determine
economic effCct.12
what the term "profits" means. Unfor- have substantial
Because allocations under Section
tunately, explicit guidance on this issue
704(c) do not affect the partners' book
is not found in the Code, Regulations, capital accounts, they cannot have subcase law, or rulings. As explained more stantial economic effect. Because Reg.
fully below, Rev. Rul. 95-4I's failure to
1.752-3(a)(3) specifically permits
provide a meaningful gloss on "profits" profits to be determined based on the
adds complexity to the allocation of allotcation of book profits that have
excess nonrecourse liabilities.
substantial economic effect, but does
In determining whether Section not-mention built, in gain allocations
704(c) built-in gain should affect the under Section 704(c). Section 704(c)
ailocatibn of excess nonrecourse liabil- allocations arguably should be ignored
ities, the Service could have chosen be- in determining profits for purposes of
tween !two different definitions of Tier III. The Regulations, however, per"profits." One possible interpretation
mit-but do not require-parncrof the term is that it refers to "book ships to specify the partners' interests
profit" required to be allocated under in profits, subject to the "reasonable
the Section 704(b) Regulations. Under consistency' requirement. Thus. it apthis approach, a partner's share in pears that this provision may create
partnethip profits would take into ac- only a safe harbor, and is not intended
count only allocations of economic to represent the exclusive manner of
profit governed by Section 704(b) and determining the partners' interests in
flot prot (built-in gain) required to be protits.
Olocated under Section 704(c).
Reg. 1.752-3(a)(3) states that a
Anokher possible interpretation of "partner's interest in partnership prof.
Sprofits" is that it means all profits, inits is determined by taking into accluding any built-in gain required to count all facts and circumstances relatbe allocated under Section 704(c) to ing-to the economic arrangement of
the extent such gain is not already tak- the partners." Arguably, a partner's
en into account in determining a part- contribution of property with Section
ner's share of liabilities under Tier 11. 704(c) built-in gain is a fact that
Under this interpretation, a partner's should be taken into account under
share df partnership profits would be thi$ test. Indeed, if the property is sold
the potiion of the Section 704(c) gain for its book value, the only profit to be
not taken into account under Tier 11 allccated is the built-in gain under
plus a ercentage of the partnership's Section 704(c).
N OVl; MeeR
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Additional support for defining
.profits" to iclude Section 704(c)
built-in gain perhaps exists in the pri-

or Regulationi under Section 752. Under those rules, the allocation of nonrecourse liabilities among partners
was made solely with reference to each
partner's interest in partnership "prof.
its.7 Many practitioners took the posi-

tion under this Regulation that nonrecourse liabilities should be allocated in
the same manner that all sources of
partnership income were allocated.
The final Section 752 Regulations allocate liabilities under Tier III based on
the partners' share of "profits- only after allocatioris of liability have been
made under the first two tiers. Neverthehss,'profits" has been used in both
the old and te new Regulations. If the
term were brzoad enough to include
Section 704(cl built-in gain under the
old Regulations, arguably it is broad
enough to subsume Section 704(c)

built-in gain! under the new Regulations.
There are arguments, however, that
only book prpfits should be used for

making Tier fI allocations. The disguised sale rules of Section
707(a)(2)(B) and the Regulations
thereunder recharacterize certain contributions of property to a partnership
and related distributions of cash or

property as sales. Under Reg. 1.707-5,
a related cop tribution/distribution
may be treated as a disguised sale
where a partner receives a nonrecourse
loan and shotly thcreafter contributes
the encumbered property to a partnership. Under Rg. 1.707-5(a)(1), any reduction in the partner's 'share" of the
liability imm. diately after the contribution is treated as part of the sales
proceeds. Udder Reg. 1.707-5(a)(2),
the partner's.'share" of the liability is
determined Solely under Tier III. If
'profits' under Tier III were to include
Section 704(C) built-in gain, illogical
situations c€uld result under Reg.
1.707-5 because an inverse relationship would be created between the
contributing !armer's Section 704(c)
built-in gaini and the disguised sale
proceeds. Thus, the Section 707(c)
rules could bi said to imply that book
profits, rathei than profits determined
with reference to Section 704(c) built-.
in gain, are the profits intended to be

used irl determining allocations under
Tier IIt13

maining Section 704(c) gain allocable
to the contributing partner in light of
Rev. Rul. 95-41's approach to Tier all other items of partnership profit
III adds complexity to, rather than and whether it is "reasonable to exsimplifying, the allocation of excess pect" that the partnership will have
nonrecurse liabilities. The discussion items of profit that will be allocable to
regarding the allocation of excess non- the noncontributing partner, it is silent
recourse liabilities in accordance with as to what weight might be appropriate
Section 704(b) profits or in accordance or how to establish reasonableness.
with how the partners agree to share Contrary to Rev. Rul. 95-4 's implicanonrecourse deductions merely re- tion that future expectancy is relevant
states the safe harbor methods set in determining profits, the Service has
forth in Reg. 1.752-3(a)(2). Thus, it stated in the service partner context
does little more than provide numeri- that a partner will not have income on
cal illustrations of how these safe har- receipt of a partnership profits interest
bor methods work. The balance of the if, on immediate liquidation of the
Ruling's discussion of Tier 11Icenters partnership on the date of receipt of
on what can appropriately be taken such interest, the service partner
into account as "profits" among toe would not be entitled to any pro.
partners under the general facts-and- ceeds.1s Thus, in the service partner
circumstances rule of Tier III.
context, no value is attributed to the
The Service's failure to provide any expectancy of future profits.
meaningful interpretation of'profits"
It would seem appropriate for the
for purposes of Tier III continues the IRS to apply the position it took with
confusion that has existed since the respect to the service partners in this
original Section 752 Regulations were context as well, and give priority to the
promulgated.14 It is still unclear what remaining Section 704(c) gain over
this teim means if the partners' resid- other, more speculative partnership
ual profit percentages differ from their profits in allocating excess nonrecapital contribution percentages or course liabilities under Tier II. If this
one patner's capital is subordinated to analysis were applied to the facts of the
the capital of another partner. Similar- Ruling. A, the contributing partner,
ly, it isiunclear how to apply this term would have received a Tier Ill allocawhen there are multiple tiers of profit tion of S3,000.6
splits, depending on certain designatThe foregoing position promotes
ed target economic returns. The Ruling the policy of facilitating partnership
compdunds the uncertainty respecting restructurings in connection with
the interrelationship between Section workouts. In addition, taxpayers ap-

704(c) and the allocation of Tier III liabilities by providing, for purposes of
Tier II, that Section 704(c) built-in
gain that remains unabsorbed by an
.allocaiion of nonrecourse liabilities to
a parmer under Tier II is a"factor" but
not thi "only factor" that may be taken
into account in allocating excess nonrecoudlse liabilities under Tier III. The
problem with these statements is that
there is no explanation of how the Section 7b4(c) factor is supposed to be
taken into account, the weight to be
given io this factor relative to the other
profit factors" (which are not stated),
and Whether the choice of Section
704(c) method will affect the amount
of liabilities allocated to a partner un•der TirII.
" While the Ruling states that"appiopriateiweight" must be given to the reJOURNAL
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parently would not have an opportunity to "game the system" since the FMV
of property (and therefore thc Section
704(c) built-in gain) will be negotiated

among partners who are likely to have
adverse tax and economic interests

TAXA

with respect to this issue. Thus, an
overstatement of the FMV of property

merely to create a larger nonrecourse
debt allocation would not occur without significant economic consequences to the overall business deal,
and therefore, does not seem to pose a

meaningful risk in this context. Finally,
regardless of whether the ceiling rule is
applicable in agiven situation, the full

Section 704(c) built-in gain is actually
recognized by the contributing partner, and the full relief from liability
will occur when the property is disposed of. Accordingly, the full unallo.
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cated Section 704 (gain) should be
endty has no plans to issue guidance at
i$1oo SOO S400 S600
taken into account on a priority basis, Total
this time.2
despite the Rulings language implying
Thereafter, ABC refinances the exthe contrary.
isting indebtedness with new nonre- Conclusion
course debt of only $400 that is cross Some questions have been answered
collateralized by properties A,B,and (for the most part, favorably from a
Tier IIAllocations and Multiple
C.There appear to be three approaches taxpayer's standpoint) while
Properties
many still
As described above, under Tier II a to allocating the $400 of partnership remain in the area of nonrecourse debt
partner contributing an encumbered liabilitis among A,B,and C.
allocations. Generally, the interaction
property to a partnership is allocated
of Section 704(c) with Section 752 can
partnership nonrecourse liabilities Alternative I-Treat all partnership providc partial-and often comproperty
as a single property with a
equal to any taxable gain that would be
plete-deferral to taxpayers in conallocated to the partner under Section single basis of S400 and subject to a nection with deemed distributions
704(c) if the partnership (in a taxable single debt of S400, resulting in the fol- arising from shifts in nonrecourse debt
transaction) disposed of all partner- lowing allocations:
in partnership consolidations, includ,Partner
ship property subject to one or more
ing UPREIT formation or acquisition
A
nonrecourse liabilities of the partnerC
transactions, and in partnership reship in full satisfaction of the liabilities Minimum gain S -0- S -0- $ -0capiaization/workout transactions.
704(c)
and for no othir consideration.
To obtain and"lock in"this deferral
minimum gain -0-0-0Several issues arise when multiple
benefit,
however, practitioners who
"Exccss
133
133
133
partnership properties are encumrepresent taxpayers facing these issues
Total
S 133 S 133
$13317
bered by a sigle nonrecourse debt
mus face and resolve favorably a num(e.g., the properties are cross collater- Alternaiive 11-The S400 nonrecourse ber iof issues, including
the Section
alized) or wheie different components liability is allocated among the part- 704ic)
method to be used,14 the alloof a property's basis, when aggregated, ners based on, and in proportion to, catibn
scheme among properties if
equal or exceeil the debt encumbering the FMV of the contributed properties, the)a are cross-collateralized,
how exthe property. The solutions to these is. resulting in the following allocations:
cess:nonrecourse liabilities may be al.
sues are very difficult because of the
-Pinn er
locited under Tier III, the existence
lack of authority interpreting the lanandiextent of restrictions on disposiguage of Tier I. Unfortunately, Rev.
Minimu, Oin$ -0- S -0- S-0- 5-0ti0ns of partnership properties, and
RuL 95-41 does not address this issue. 704(c) :
whether a partner will be given latiThe alloca~ion of partnership liaminitmum
gain
-0.0-1"
16610
166
cea"
Z
2a
a ZIA tude to use other techniques, such as
bilities under:Tier II will depend on OrMa
guarantees of nonrecourse debt, if and
how the liabilrty is allocated among Total
S 78 S 78 S24
400
when the deferral benefits available
the contributed properties for purposes of computing Section 704(c) mini- Alternative Ill-The S400 nonrecourse under Reg. 1.752.3 are reduced or
mum gain. Tie issues surrounding liabiliti is allocated among the part- eliniinated in future years.
A key point to remember, however,
debt allocatidns involving multiple tiers in proportion to their respective
is
that
these techniques provide taxproperties can best be illustrated by amounts of Section 704(c) built-in
payers
with the ability to defer or
gain, resulting in the following allocathe following.:
spread
potential
tax lability associated
tions:
with shifts of nonrecourse debt, not to
EXAMPLE: A, 3B, and C contribute
*
Partner
permanently avoid them. A taxpayer
properties A,3B, and C,respectively,
A, _0_ _('_ Io"
to partnership ABC. The PMV and Minimum in $ -0- $ -0- S -0- $ -0- may experience a "dribble out" of Section 731(a)(1) gain over time by virtue
adjusted tax basis of, and the nonre- 704(c)
of the application of Section 752(b) if
course liabilities to which each proper- minimum gain -0-0 -21 2502 250
the ! axpayer's percentage of the partty is subject, are set forth below.
TotW
S 50 S50 3300 S400
nership's nonrecourse deductions is
: Promly
Beciuse of the lack of clear authori- less than his original percentage of the
tyin establishing a method for allocat- nodrecourse debt. In these circumPMV
S400: S300 S500 $1.200
ing norirecourse liabilities under Tier stances, as the taxpayer and other
Basis
200:
200
-0400
Liabilities 200:
11 aoniag the partners, there would partners receive allocations of nonre100
300
600
At the outset, the partners' shares of seem to be a good reporting position course deductions, debt that was disfor each of the methods outlined above proportionately allocated to the conthe $600 of liabilities are as follows:
so long as the method chosen is ap- tribpting partner under Tier II or Tier
%.
fner
plied reasonably and consistently. Un- III iill be shifted to the other partners
za
A
R
Cla
ortunately, the simplified facts and under Tier I. At some point, these
Miimum gain S-0- S-0- S -0- S-analysii in Rev. Rul. 95-41 ignored this shifts in liabilities will result in
704(c)
minhmm pin -0-0300
30
issue etirely, and the Service appar- deemed distributions to the taxpayer
i
6
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that give rise toigain recognition under
Section 731(a)(1).
Al ernativly, a taxpayer may experience more immediate and substantiaJ deemed distributions under Sections 752(b). and 731(a)(1) if
nonrecourse debt allocated to the taxpayer is paid down, property with Section 704(c) minimum gain or built-in
gain being relied upon by the taxpayer
to support Tier II or Tier III debt allocations is sold', or property with Section 704(c) bult-in gain is cross-collateralized with other property and

debt is allocatid among the properties
in a manner tbiat shifts the debt previ.
ously allocableto the taxpayer to other
partners. Because all of these events

can have signrificant tax, business, or
liquidity consequences to taxpayers,
practitioners must analyze the shortand long-term consequences of the
debt allocation." method being chosen,
and cient3 mint be made aware of the
immediate and potential future consequences to theinE
I For a complete analysis of the Section 704(c)
allocaion methods, see Franktel. Loffman,
and Present. "Final Allocation Regulations
Still Permit Rahnirig to Avoid Impact of the
Ceiling Aule and 'Final Regulations Add
:but
Retain
Planning
Simplicity
Oppontwties'. 80 JTAX 272 and 330 (May
and June 1994).
2 A partnershi liabiity is a nonrecourse lisloiy
to tle etent that no partner or related perSon beaos the eoon rnic risk of oss for Such
liability. Reg. 1.752-1(4)(2). Reg. 1.7S2-2 provides the rules for determining a partner's
snare of recourse liabilities.
SReg. 1.752.3(al(Ui. Partnership rrinmnum gai..
as defined wide Reg. 1.704-2(d)(),
(is
¢emined by "tirst computing for euch oaf
,r
ship nonrecourse liabiity any gain the partnrnshi would realize if it disposed of the

properW subject to that liability for no

cin-

siderttion other then the full satisfaction of
the liability.'
nder Reg. 1.704-2(d(3). if

partnership property subiec to one or mor
nonreoolve liiitiee is. under Reg. 1.7041 (bN2)Mo.(A or (A).reflected on the patneraip books at a value that diffem from its
adq*ted ta basis. the deterrination of min.
imum gain is made with referenc, to 'book
value."
4

See Rep. 1.704-1(bV m2WXlA
and (91,
s Reg. 1.7S2.3l*l2). The second allocation tier
requires debt to be aBosted based on the
samout of Section 7044c) gain that would
result if all pa.rtnership property subject to
non
e liabilities were disposed of in
full stiefacion of those liabilities but for no
other cortaiderwtion
IThis stement in Rev. Rul. 96-41. 1995-23
IRS S. is directed at how the partners wil
share book items for tax purposes under
Section 7041b). Section 704(c) (lend the
Section 704(c method
ed
by PAS) wil
dicate how t itens will be shared so s to

take ir4o account the difference between
the PM and the tax basis of the property
contrnibieo to PRS by A.
7-Rog. I.7M4.1(1b(2)(hq
If PAS had been an existing partnership in
which A was a partrer, the negative captal
account would have been resuircd to be
sup orted' by partnershio mnimrnum gain
under Reg. 1.704.2b)(2) or A would have
suffered a chargeback of inome. Simiarly,
the issues dealt with in the Ruling likewise
woul0dbocome relevant if PRS were an
existn paitne, hip and 8 contributed cash
of S4,X00 to PAS for a 50% interest
because this contriution would qualify as a
"revalaation evont under Reg. 1.704,
1(bl(2jtiv)Qf that gives ris to -reverse
4
Secton 70 (c) allocations' using the principles pf Section 704(c. See Reg. 1.704.
9 Reg. 1.752-3(a)(1) (artners share of nonrecourse liabilies of partnership inudes par.
ner's share of iartnership minimum gain):
Reg. 1.704-21d)13) lOorlnership minimum
gain is determined with reference to con.
tnbuted pmop y's book value rather than its
adjusted tax basis).
See Reg. 1.7C4-3(c).
t1 Reg. 1:704-3(d).

12 Reg. 1:704-1(b)(2}{ivl)l(31.
tSee McKee. Nelsoni. and Whimre, Federal
Taxation of Partnwship and Porrne, s. first
ed. IWarren. Gorham & Lamont. 1977).

18.041).
t4 Reg. I'752-14e1 (196) (allocate nonrecourse
debt socording to how partners' share partnership "profits'). This Regulation was
superseded by the current Section 752
Regulation cited and discussed herein.
15 Rev. Rroc. a3-27. 1993-2 CS 27. See goner.
ally Egetton. 'Rev. Proc. 93-27 Provides
Umited Relief on Reccipt of Profits Interes
for Service," 79 JTAX 132 (September
190)
1The remaining S2.000 of Section 704c) gain
plus 50% of tn final 52.300 cf oebt. As discussed in the text below. however. if norecoursl decuctions ate allocated S0-50
betwen A and 8. A', b.tsi will be eroded
as Ter Ill liabilities are moved to 'oer I on a
S OW Ibasis
partnership Section 704(b)
rninimnIm gain i generated.
17 C's share of oartnershto liabilities is
dei1ciad from $400 to S133. resulting in a
deemed distribution of $267 t.nder Section
7521b). and because C's adjusted tax basis
in hisxpartnership interest is zero. C recognizes gain of S267 under Section 731(aW).
Is $300: FMV divided by S1,200 total FMV
equalf 1/4. whili when multiplied by the
3400 Vebt re us in $100 of alocoble liability. There is no Section 704(c) yntnaun gain.
however, because the $100 does not
exceed the S200 basis of 0's contributed
10

0A's

built-in gain of 3200 divided ty total built.
,n gain of S800 equals 'I. which w-en mutPliLd by the 54C0 deot resultS in $100 of
allocb liability. There is no section 7044c1
mininimtn gain.
21 8'3 built-lin gain of $100 divided by total Oltin gain of 500 equals '/s. which when multiplied by tne $400 debt results in 5130
of 31W
cable liability. There is no Section 704(c)
m~imurn gain.
22 C'i built-in gain of $S5O divided by total builtin gain Of S800 equals I/@.wnich when mutviolfed by the $400 debt resuits in 52500 t
ailicable liability. Section 70 -(c minimum
gain is S250 (C's s'are of liability less zero
besis).
22 See Ltr. Rut. 9507023. however. where the
Service ruled thist a liability allocatpon among
partners in a partnershio with cros3-Wolatealized properties, based on the relative
FMVs of the propem:es. was acciptatle.
24 On this issue, while the remedial allocation
method may produce the largest allocation
Of nonrecourse debt to the taxpayer under
Tier II. it does nor allow the contrbuting
oetner to benefit from the apolication of tIe
ceiling rule. As a result, the remedial alloction method may produce a significantly
larger or faster gain recognition under
Section 7041) than ,he other possible meth.
ois. In addition, the preferred Section 704(c)
nethod of one partner may be the least
favorable to the other so this issue often is
the subject of cons4eraole analysis and

iioistion.

~ibuting
~locations
~tto

of

enable

te full

lain is-taken
)cating
e remedial

=
MV divided by S1.200 total FMV
equals 5/12. which when multiplied by the
$400 debt results in 166 of allocabe rlab&l
ty. Section 704(c) minimum gain is S16 (C's
aharelof liability less zero basis). Cs share of
partnership liabilities is decreased from £400
to 324. resulting in a deemed distribution
of S56 under Section 762(b). Again.
bectse C's adjusted tax basis m his part.
nershp interest is zero, C recognizes gainof
SlSS6under Section 731(all1). Compared
with fltemative I Lsee note 17. supral. ( s
taxable gain is reduced by S1i11 from $27
to S16) as a resurt of C's receipt Of a Trie II
a00=io under this altrnative.
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The Ruling's failure to provide
e meaningful gloss on 'profits'
adds complexity to the
allocation of excess
nonrecourse liabilities.

Remaining 704(c) gain should
take priority over speculative
partnership profits in
allocating excess
nonrecourse liabilities under
Tier IlL
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